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 In the Southeast Asian country of Indonesia, the national flag is divided into a black background and a crimson field, with a yellow stripe. The field is divided into four segments and the colors are golden yellow, red, black and green. The Indonesian flag became one of the symbols of the nation. The flag is officially used as the national emblem. Sweden flag available to buy online at the Flag Shop.
The Swedish flag is white with a red-yellow diagonal stripe, and has a golden-yellow Lion of Sweden. Its proportions are 5 feet × 3 feet, 152cm × 91cm. The swedish flag is commonly flown alongside the stars of other countries, as it is one of the oldest foreign flags in the Nordic region. Cyprus flag available to buy online at the Flag Shop. The flag of Cyprus has a white background with a vertical red-
and-blue striped pole. The flag was adopted on May 19, 1960. It is one of the four historical flags in the world. Australia flag available to buy online at the Flag Shop. The Australian flag is composed of an Australian red background with a white circle in the center, charged with a 5-pointed white star. On each side of the white star are four red and white stripes. The flag was first registered in 1911. In
some media the Australian flag is divided into five equal parts – yellow, red, white, red and yellow – while in other sources it has a color palette of red, white and blue. Australia’s flag is the only country to have been awarded two flags, one from the King of England and one from the Australian government. Republic of Ireland flag available to buy online at the Flag Shop. The Irish flag is composed of
three colors, white, green and orange. It is the only state flag in the world to contain the entire Irish alphabet. The flag is usually referred to as the Republic of Ireland, because the monarch of Great Britain also claims the title. The flag was adopted on December 15, 1938. Its previous design was a green cross on a white field, with the cross charged with a white harp. The harp was painted in a way that

it appeared to be coming out of the field. New Zealand flag available to buy online at the Flag Shop. The New Zealand flag is the most commonly used flag in New Zealand and one of the most recognised national symbols in the world. In addition to its national and official status, the flag is also used to symbolize 82157476af
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